liberation is not wearing a bra to the gym

By Maggie Deagon

sometimes, i don't swallow my food
i chew it up and halfway through
spit it out. other times, i put it in my mouth
knowing i won't keep it down.

it's not a disorder
it's a habit
but it's disordered.

my friend commented on a store's mannequins,
snarling, "like anyone is really that skinny,"
but all i could mention was their pointed nipples
poking triangles into their shirts.

i cannot disparage bodies
because for others
i see no need for change.

when i was eight, my classmate compared me to a whale,
asking if my blubber acted as an insulator.
a while later, his friend taunted the size of my lunches,
so i threatened to eat her up.

my vision is distorted
by history, my pain
authors lies in my mirrors.

i have apologized to men for the shape of my breasts,
deflated by weight loss and scarred from growth.
i see pouches and pooches where others see muscle, bones,
and the memory of a chubby face--permanent.
my body is imperfect
but in womanhood
it is extraordinary.

for hips, we are blessed; in curves, we find strength,
and legs and lips and eyes that are marked
by our struggle against the images that stalk us
in magazines and on tv and inside our heads.

i am imperfect
but i am fighting
and trying.

i reach an arm around my side, to caress myself,
beneath my shirt, my surfaces are varied,
scars like braille tell the stories of my suffering
but blood seldom reaches my fingertips.

my throat is itchy,
my stomach too full,
but i will overcome.
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